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THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI As an additional privacy measure, you can request fingerprint lock when you open WhatsApp on your phone. When enabled, you'll need to use your fingerprint to access the app. Enable fingerprint lockOpen WhatsApp &gt; tap More Options &gt; Settings &gt; Account &gt; Privacy. Scroll down
and tap Fingerprint Lock. Turn on Unlock with a fingerprint. Touch the fingerprint sensor to attach your fingerprint. You tap to select the amount of time before fingerprint authentication is requested. To preview message text in new message notifications, select Show Content in Notifications. Turn off fingerprint lockOpen
WhatsApp &gt; tap More Options &gt; Settings &gt; Account &gt; Privacy. Scroll down and tap Fingerprint Lock. Turn off Unlock with a fingerprint. Note: Fingerprint lock is only available on Android devices with an Android 6.0+ fingerprint sensor that support the Google fingerprint API. This feature is not supported on the
Samsung Galaxy S5, Samsung Galaxy Note 4 or Samsung Galaxy Note 8.In to use fingerprint lock, you must have it enabled in your phone's settings. You still answer calls when the app is locked. Unlock your Android phone with this fingerprint lock! To unlock your phone, you need to put your finger on the thumb
scanner and wait for the scanner beam to animates three cycles. Then quickly remove your finger and it will unlock your phone. Of course, you don't know your friends, so they think you've built a real biometric fingerprint reader into your mobile's touchscreen. FEATURES- Looks like a real fingerprint scanner.- Best
animations and graphics.- Specially designed to work with new HD smartphones and tablets.- Actually locks your phone by preventing the push of a button!. - Adjust the controlsThis is not a replacement for a real lock screen and is not for security purposes. This app is for entertainment purposes only. Have fun!-------------
----------------------------------------------This app is supported through search. Keep in mind that the following will be added to your device as soon as you download the app - Search icon, bookmark link, and browser homepage. You can easily remove/replace these search points. This is a way to make money with this app and
give it to you for free. Thank you for your understanding. The best free apps you want on your Android SHAREit - Connect &amp; Transfer Send your files quickly and easily Transfer your files and share applications An indispensable app to keep your apps up-to-date An alternative market for Android Two accounts, one
app with Smartphone Hacks for this online battle game Get a step up in your favorite video games Google is committed to promoting racial shares for Black communities. Look how. Biometric factors ensure secure authentication on the Android platform. The Android framework contains face and fingerprint
Authentication. Android can be customized to support other forms of biometric authentication (such as Iris). All biometric deployments must meet security specifications and have a strong assessment to participate in the BiometricPrompt class. Biometrics is measured with the Imposter Accept Rate (IAR) and Spoof
Accept Rate (SAR). For more information about biometric security specifications, see Biometric Unlock Protection. Source Android 10 Introduces the BiometricManager class that developers can use to request biometric authentication availability. Includes fingerprint and face verification integration for BiometricPrompt
Android 9 Includes fingerprint integration only for BiometricPrompt. Took off the FingerprintManager class. If your bundled and system apps use this class, update it to use BiometricPrompt and BiometricManager instead. Update the FingerprintManager CTS verifier tests to test BiometricPrompt with
BiometricPromptBoundKeysTest. Deployment To ensure that users and developers have a seamless biometric experience, integrate your biometric stack with BiometricPrompt. Devices that enable Biometric Prompt for any modality, including face, fingerprint, and iris, must meet these strength requirements. If they don't
meet the strength requirements, they can't implement this class. To integrate your biometric stack with BiometricPrompt and BiometricManager: Make sure your &lt;Modality&gt;Service is properly connected to BiometricService and hook the authenticate() method. Common modalities (fingerprint, face) range from a
common superclass. If you need to integrate an unsupported modality, follow the example of the fingerprint/face and cdd guidelines for biometrics. Make sure your new modality is well supported in SystemUI. There are standard BiometricPrompt user interfaces for fingerprint and face Update the framework to honor
KEYGUARD_DISABLE_* flags for the added biometrics. Make sure your device meets the CTS and CtsVerifier tests for each modality you've integrated into BiometricPrompt/BiometricManager. For example, if you have both fingerprint and face, the tests for each of them must be performed separately. Note: Use the
demo app for the androidx.biometric support library to test your deployment. This library is regularly updated with new use cases. Figure 1. BiometricPrompt ARCHITECTURE HAL Deployment Guidelines Follow these BIOMETRIC HAL guidelines to ensure that biometric data is not leaked and deleted when a user is
removed from a device: Make sure biometric data or derivatives (such as templates) are never accessible from outside the sensor driver or secure isolated environment (such as the TEE or Secure Element). If the hardware supports this, limit access to the hardware to the secure isolated environment and protect it with
an SELinux policy. Create the communication channel (for &lt;/Modality&gt; &lt;/Modality&gt; SPI, I2C) only accessible to the protected isolated environment with an explicit SELinux policy on all device files. Biometric acquisition, enrollment and recognition must take place in the secure isolated environment to prevent
data breaches and other attacks. This requirement applies only to strong biometrics. Store only the encrypted form of biometric data or derivatives on the file system, even if the file system itself is encrypted. To protect against replay attacks, sign biometric templates with a private device-specific key. Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) displays at least a template with the absolute file system path, group, and biometric ID, so that template files can no longer work on another device or for someone other than the user who enrolled them on the same device. For example, avoid copying biometric data from another user on the
same device or device. Use the file system path provided by the set_active_group() feature, or provide another way to erase all user template data when the user is deleted. It is highly recommended to store biometric template files as encrypted in the available path. If this is not feasible because of the storage
requirements of the protected isolated environment, add hooks to ensure that the data is deleted when the user is deleted or the device is erased. Customization If your device supports multiple biometrics, the user must be able to specify a default setting in the settings. Your biometric prompt implementation should prefer
the strong biometric as standard, unless the user explicitly overrides it, then a warning message should be displayed explaining the risks of the biometric (for example, a photo of you can unlock your device) Validation Your biometric deployment must pass the following tests: In addition, if your device supports biometric
support with an AOSP HIDL (fingerprint@2.1, face1.0), it must pass the relevant VTS (fingerprint, fingerprint face) content and code samples on this page subject to the licenses described in the content license. Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Last Updated 2020-10-28 GMT. SearchClear
searchClose searchGoogle appsMain menu If your phone has a fingerprint sensor, you use your fingerprint to unlock your phone, authorize purchases, and unlock certain apps. Get started with fingerprints About fingerprint protection We strongly recommend you to use your screen to protect your phone. Your fingerprint
sensor gives you a convenient unlocking option. But there are a few things to keep in mind: a fingerprint can be less secure than a strong PIN, pattern, or password. A copy of your fingerprint can be used to unlock your phone. You leave fingerprints on a lot of things you touch, including your phone. You'll be prompted to
add a backup PIN, pattern, or password. Remember your backup, because you need to use it such as after restarting your phone or if your fingerprint is not recognized. Your fingerprint data is stored securely and never leaves your phone. Your information isn't shared with Google or apps on your phone. Learn how to
protect fingerprint data. Set up your first fingerprint in Your phone's Settings app. Tap Security. Tap Nexus Imprint. Follow the steps on the screen. If you don't have a screen lock yet, you'll be prompted to add a backup PIN, pattern, or password. Scan your first fingerprint. Tips: Put your finger on your phone's sensor (not
the screen). Keep your phone as you would normally when unlocking it. For example, hold your phone with the screen facing you. Add more fingerprints Open your phone's settings app. Tap Security. Tap Nexus Imprint. Scan your current fingerprint or use your backup PIN, pattern, or password. Tap Add Fingerprint.
Scan another fingerprint. Add up to 5 fingerprints. If you want to keep your fingerprints apart, change them. Tap the current name, type a new name, and then tap OK. Tip: Anyone whose fingerprints you add can unlock your phone and authorize purchases with your account. If other people share your phone, they should
add their fingerprints from their own profiles. Learn more about user and guest profiles. Use your fingerprint Unlock your phone Place your finger on your phone's fingerprint sensor until your phone unlocks. On some phones, press the power button first to wake up the screen. Sometimes, for security purposes, you need
to use your backup PIN, pattern, or password. This is required after: Your fingerprint will not be recognized after a few attempts. You restart (restart) your phone. You switch to another user. More than 48 hours have passed since you last unlocked using your backup method. Authorize payments or unlock apps If a
message prompts you to scan your fingerprint, follow the instructions. Your fingerprint information is not shared with the app. Delete fingerprint settings, rename your fingerprints Open your phone's Settings app. Tap Security. Tap Nexus Imprint. Scan your current fingerprint or use your backup screen locking method.
Make the change you want. To add a new fingerprint, tap Add Fingerprint. To remove a fingerprint, tap Delete next to the fingerprint. To rename a fingerprint, tap an existing fingerprint, type a new name, and then tap OK. Stop using fingerprints if you only want to use backup screen locking method, rather than on your
fingerprint: Open your phone's Settings app. Tap Nexus Imprint. Scan your fingerprint or use your PIN, pattern, or password. Next to a fingerprint, tap Delete. Repeat for all fingerprints. We strongly recommend that you keep locking your screen for security. But if you prefer not to use a fingerprint, PIN, pattern, password,
or automatic unlock: Open your phone's settings app. Tap Screen lock. Choose None or Swipe. This will remove your fingerprints. Troubleshooting fingerprint usage issues Fingerprint not accepted After you're back on your phone, you'll accept your fingerprint sooner: Edit your fingerprints. Learn more about editing your
fingerprints. Make sure you hold your phone the same way you normally hold it when unlocking. For example, hold your phone with the screen facing you. Add up to 5 fingerprints in case a finger gets injured. Screen Lock option Turned off If you see a Screen Lock option disabled message on the fingerprint settings
page, the phone manager will need a different screen locking method. For example, if you have a work account on your phone, you can use a PIN, pattern, or password in your work. Contact your phone's administrator to change it. Tip: You still use your fingerprint to authorize payments and unlock certain apps. Related
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